PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY
VIRTUAL PUBLIC FORUM #1
September 30 – October 15, 2021
Old McHenry Crossings Phase I
Section No. 19-00999-65-ES
A Virtual Public Forum was conducted between September 30th and October 15th, 2021, for the Old
McHenry Crossings Phase I Project. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and Lake County’s policies, which
prohibited in-person public meetings at the time of the Virtual Public Forum, this event was conducted
via a self-guided web-based platform.
The Virtual Public Forum was available on the homepage of the project website:
https://omxproject.com/

https://omxproject.com/
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OUTREACH TO THE COMMUNITY:
Invitations to participate in the Virtual Public Forum were distributed via the following methods:
• 2,027 postcards were sent via regular mail to residents located throughout the corridor area
(pictured below).
• Digital invitations were sent to Hawthorn Woods and Lake Zurich for distribution via
community websites, Facebook Pages, e-blasts, newsletters, and community websites.
• Digital invitations were sent to Forest Lake Community Association and St. Matthew Church
for distribution to their email lists.
• Digital invitations were distributed via Lake County’s e-news and email lists.
• A changeable message board was temporarily installed along Old McHenry Road, within the
project area, with an announcement about the virtual forum.
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VIRTUAL FORUM COMPONENTS:
The Virtual Forum was displayed on the project website’s homepage. Participants were invited to
interact with four stations, described below:
Station 1: Get Informed. This station provided an overview about the project, including a location map,
informational video, links to an informational flyer, existing photos, frequently asked questions list,
project phases, crash analysis and daily traffic exhibits.

Station 2: Share Input on a Map. This station invited two forms of public input:
• Participants were invited to view and interact with a project map.
• Participants were invited to provide open ended comments via a general comments form.
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Station 3: Volunteer to be a Project Stakeholder. This station provided an overview about the
opportunities for stakeholder involvement, including participation in the Stakeholder Involvement
Group (SIG) and participation in Focus Group Meetings. Participants were invited to fill out a form to
indicate their interest in participating in the project planning.

Station 4: Stay Informed. This station invited participants to subscribe to the project website to be
included in the Old McHenry Crossings Project email list.
In addition to the Virtual Forum, participants were provided access to the project website which
contained additional information about the project.
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WEB STATISTICS:
Participant statistics are listed below:
• 3,164 views of the Virtual Forum
• 8,454 views of the Project Website
• 110 participants subscribed to be included in the Old McHenry Crossings Project email list
• 72 comments provided via General Comments
• 220 comments provided via the Mapping Input Tool
• 28 participants volunteered to be a Project Stakeholder
PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED:
Comments were received via Mapping Tool Comments and General Comments. The intent of this
summary is to provide an overview of comments received. The raw data is provided at the end of this
summary.
Mapping Tool Comments
The following comments were provided via the online mapping input tool. The mapping input tool
invited participants to select a category, pin it to a map, and provide comments. Participants were also
invited to upload imagery and to ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ other comments via a thumbs up / thumbs down tool.
The comment categories provided are listed below.
1. Accident / safety
2. Bikes / Pedestrians
3. Flooding
4. Environmental
5. Traffic
6. Idea or suggestion
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Most of the comments received identified with multiple categories. As such, the summary below
organizes comments via geographic location and topic. Where applicable, “thumbs up / thumbs down”
responses are noted.
• Old McHenry Road and Abbey Glenn Drive
o Consider left turn signal improvements to prevent backups for school (1 � / 1 �).
• Old McHenry Road and Copperfield Drive
o Add a traffic signal to the intersection of Old McHenry and Copperfield Drive due to
current existing wait times to exit subdivision during peak traffic hours. (2 � / 9 �).
• Echo Lake Road
o Add bike paths along Echo Lake Road (8 � / 0 �).
• Old McHenry Road and Fairfield Road
o Concerns were noted about southbound Fairfield traffic turning left to Old McHenry
Road (4 � / 0 �).
o Improve signal timing between Fairfield Road and Midlothian Road.
• Old McHenry Road and Midolthian Road
o Consider reducing the speed limit (8 � / 13 �).
o Consider adding a roundabout with tunnel under the railroad to prevent backups (5 �
/ 18 �).
o There's already too much reduction of open green space going on around Lake Zurich.
Minimize the environmental impact with minimal road widening (just enough for bike
lanes).
o Build a bridge for the train over Old McHenry Road or an underpass for cars. Try to
maintain the country feel of our community. It's why we live here. (10 � /1 �).
• Old McHenry Road and CN Railroad
o Please publish the freight train schedules (16 � / 1 �).
o Grade separation would be massive improvement (35 � / 2 �).
o The railroad tracks should go under Old McHenry Road (11 � / 0 �).
• Old McHenry Road and Lagoon Drive
o The intersection of Lagoon Drive. and Old McHenry Road needs to be enhanced as part
of this project. (12 � / 5 �).
• Illinois Route 22 and Quentin Road
o My children can't safely cross the street. There are three different sidewalks that all end
at this intersection, but no crosswalk or access ramp at the curb. (11 � / 0 �).
• Quentin Road and Heather Lane
o Additional measures need to be taken to improve left turn access from Heather Lane
onto NB Quentin Road. (4 � / 0 �).
• Quentin Road and Old McHenry Road
o Right turn access onto Quentin Road should be improved.
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•

General Map Themes
o General support to provide bike paths throughout the study area.
o Traffic noise complaints were noted along Old McHenry Road.
o Crosswalk safety for children crossing between neighborhoods, schools and YMCA were
noted as important considerations.
o Some comments voiced support for roundabouts and some indicated a concern that
they did not want to see roundabouts in this project.
o Some comments suggested widening Old McHenry Road and Illinois Route 22.
o Encourage people to take Old McHenry Road to Illinois Route 22 instead of cutting
through Quentin Road (leave Quentin Road alone).

Some participants uploaded comments with images to the Mapping Input Tool. The following images
were uploaded along with comments. “Thumbs up / thumbs down” responses are noted.

Comment 1 and image (above): “Old McHenry Road is frequently used by cyclists as a route to connect to
other areas in the NW Suburbs. See the attached Strava Heatmap showing routes that are frequently
used by cyclists in the project area (the "whiter" the route, the more frequently it is used by cyclists).
Consider bike lanes (preferred) or bike friendly shoulders along Old McHenry Road within the project
limits, if possible.” (12 � / 1 �)
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Comment 2 and image (above): “Add a bike path from the intersection of March St and Midlothian Rd
north down Midlothian Rd to Old McHenry. People use this route to get from Lake Zurich to Old McHenry
Rd by biking or walking. Crosswalks are also needed at these intersections; the speed limit is too fast and
it is not safe to cross. Add a bike path from Old McHenry Rd south to the high school.” (17 � / 0 �)
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Comment 3 and image (above): “No crosswalk!! Very unsafe, this is a 50 mile an hour road and sidewalk
from March St down Oakwood Rd that connects downtown Lake Zurich and high school to Hawthorn
Woods has no crosswalk and sidewalk ends and then starts again just further down the street. Sidewalk
from Lakewood Lane needs to be extended and connect to the sidewalk that goes down March St that
ends at the northernmost tip of Midlothian Rd just before the intersection of Old McHenry Rd. Add bike
path from March St to Old McHenry Rd.” (6 � / 0 �)
The project team appreciates this comment and has recorded it. This area is not included in the current
scope of work.
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Comment 4 and image (above): “Create an intersection similar to Route 14 and Dundee with an
underpass on Old McHenry Rd and Midlothian Rd crossing over it with a bridge. Similar to Fairfield Rd
and Gilmer Rd, this would be good because of the close proximity of Midlothian Rd and Fairfield Rd. This
intersection is very similar to the close proximity of Dundee Rd, Ela Rd and Rte 14 and the system there
works well.” (5 � / 7 �)
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General Comments:
The following comments were provided via the online input tool. The input tool invited participants to
provide their name, email address and comments. Comments are organized below by topic.
•

•

•

•

•

Improve traffic flow
o Existing at-grade railroad crossing causes tremendous congestion and delays especially
since the recent increase in freight train traffic.
o Consider widening or providing passing lanes, to address turning lane backups.
o Evaluate signal timing for turning lanes. Existing intersections in the area are blocked by
traffic backups during rush hour.
o The at-grade crossing often causes obstructions to emergency vehicles.
o Traffic backups cause hazardous conditions which increases risk of accidents.
o Consider the growing population in area and the relative increase in traffic patterns.
Access to Businesses
o Consider impacts of a potential grade separation to adjacent businesses.
o Existing traffic delays deter consumers from accessing local businesses.
Access to Community Destinations
o Provide communication to the communities and planned road closure schedules during
construction.
o Work with businesses to minimize impacts to their access during construction. Consider
seasonal access needs of businesses and institutions.
o Concerns about construction impacts to nearby businesses such as St Matthew Church
and School and the Hawthorn Garden Center.
o Consider the effects of an above grade crossing structure to the visibility of St Matthew
Church and School.
Bicyclist safety
o Provide safe bicyclist facilities, such as on-street bike lanes or off-street multi-use path.
o Off street bike path was noted as a preferred facility.
o Utilizing shoulder or riding on road is not safe.
Project funding
o Where will the money come from?
o Is the railroad providing funding?
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KEY TAKEAWAYS AND THEMES
The general comments provided are organized by the number of times they were repeated below:
NUMBER OF
TIMES COMMENT
WAS REPEATED
15+

COMMENT
Concerns were voiced about design and construction impacts to adjacent
institutions and businesses, particularly St Matthew Church + Cemetery and
Hawthorn Gardens.
General support for a grade separation at Old McHenry and the CN RR

4-5

Desires to incorporate bike + pedestrian facilities to connect to nearby
destinations and routes, such as Cuba Marsh Forest Preserve and others.
Suggestions for Old McHenry Rd and Quentin Rd widening to provide motorists
the ability to safely move around traffic that is stopped for turning movements.
Concerns that potential widening of Old McHenry and Quentin will adversely
impact private properties, including reductions in property sizes, noise impacts
and tree removals.
Concerns about additional RR freight traffic and its impacts on the corridor.
Concerns about environmental impacts, such as flooding and noise pollution.
Questions about the definition of a grade separation.

1-3

Concerns about accommodating emergency vehicle access.
Suggestions to provide grade separation improvements to other at grade
crossings, such as Gilmer Road, and IL Route 60/83.
Suggestions to consider roadway widening projects to other surrounding
roadways, such as Half Day Road (83 to Quentin), 53 Extension.
Suggestions to calm traffic and reduce the speed limit of Old McHenry.
Suggestions to maintain existing conditions as is.
Recommendations to review and adjust signal timing.
Questions about how this project would be funded.
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After the Virtual Forum was closed, all comments were collected in the attached spreadsheets.
The Mapping Tool spreadsheet is linked to the following GIS based map:
https://teska.maps.arcgis.com/apps/instant/basic/index.html?appid=4afb0a4938c142dea74ee4ced9295088

Encl: General Comments and Mapping Tool Comments data tables
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OLD MCHENRY ROAD CROSSINGS | VIRTUAL PUBLIC FORUM | GENERAL COMMENTS
ITEM

COMMENT
1 Get her done. I can't wait.
2 I would love to see Old McHenry Rd pass UNDER the train tracks (like they did with Route 22)
3 What about Gilmer RD CN crossing ???
A road over or under the tracks would be a big improvement. The train is a tremendous inconvenience when transporting children,
4 groceries, in a health‐related emergency, and more.

It's about time. I've been saying Old Mac needs an underpass for cars since CN took over the train and exponentially increased the
track use. Glad you finally heard me. And really? You need 4 years to "study" the problem? Everyone around here has "studied" the
problem and we recommend you start construction now. No study needed. Save the "study" money and hire a 24 hour crew so we
5 can get this DONE.

Fully support adjusting the grade to eliminate this barrier to business. I have been blocked numerous times, and eliminating the at‐
grade crossing would be an incredible improvement. Hopefully it can be done without impacting the view of the church, but the
6 region must enable business expansion and not be restricted by history.

I was against the sale to CNRR to start with knowing the additional train traffic it would generate. Now we know they are parking 1
mile + long trains in Hawthorne Woods and we are having to suffer thru trains slowly moving thru these junctions while they slow
down or speed up ‐ it's really aggravating. The amount of our time that is wasted just so CNRR can save money is not a great
7 tradeoff. CNRR should be at least partially paying for this rather then it being all tax payer funded.
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ITEM

COMMENT
Suggest a dedicated turn lane from Old McHenry Rd left into Mulberry Dr and/or a traffic light. The current configuration is a 'bump
out' lane to the right that leaves turning vehicles at risk of high speed rear‐end collisions. Vehicles turning from Mulberry into Old
McHenry have limited visibility to the left (east) as foliage grows high enough during warm weather to block the view of oncoming
8 cross traffic.
As owner of Hawthorn Gardens I would be very interested in the road closure plan. We have been inconvenienced on multiple
occasions over the last 20 years and it hurts my business. We are open 12 months of the year. Our slower months would be better
for traffic mitigation. It would be wonderful if any traffic reroutes would not happen from April 1st to June 15th as that is the time
period we make or most revenue. I would like to Know if the county is going to be looking for more additional property, because we
are already under a special permit to allow our parking closer to the road from the village and if we are going to loose more square
9 footage of land that also will put pressure on our available building expansion plans in the future.

I live off of Darlington Road. that runs between Old McHenry and Gilmore Road. It is near impossible to get out onto Old McHenry
during rush the hours. Cars are often lined up for blocks going mainly east in the am and west in pm rush hour between Quentin and
Route 22 on Old McHenry. I had a stoke in 2015 and if it had happened during rush hour I would not have made it to the hospital
within the 45 minute time frame to get the clot buster shots needed to give me the best odds to make a good recovery. I feel if you
are going to start such a project on part of Old McHenry you should either widen Old McHenry from Quentin to Route 22 ‐ or at lease
provide passing lanes around all the left hand turns into the local neighborhood for cars traveling west on Old McHenry so traffic isn't
standing still waiting for one car to be able to turn left going form Quentin to Route 22. There is already an outside passing lane at
Darlington which works well, but not at other roads turning into the local neighborhoods. This would relieve congestion
10 immensely!!!
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OLD MCHENRY ROAD CROSSINGS | VIRTUAL PUBLIC FORUM | GENERAL COMMENTS
ITEM

COMMENT

The widening of Quentin Rd should continue north from IL22 to its terminus at Old McHenry Road. This stretch will become a bigger
bo le
neck once the two new subdivisions at the NE and SW corners of IL22&amp;Quentin are completed. Ideally, the walking path should
also continue northward and I use the current stretch 3 times weekly. With the growth, something needs to be done to mitigate the
11 congestion and hopefully the widening of IL22 comes sooner rather than later. Thank you for your time.
Please improve the area near Hawthorn Gardens. When turning right off Old McHenry into Hawthorn Gardens I have almost been
rear‐ended several times because I am in the right turn lane that starts about at the entrance to the Gardens. Cars behind assume I
12 will be going further and turning right onto Quentin. This is a dangerous configuration.
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OLD MCHENRY ROAD CROSSINGS | VIRTUAL PUBLIC FORUM | GENERAL COMMENTS
ITEM

COMMENT

I totally object to this widening of Old McHenry Road project. My property at 5 Echo Court, Hawthorn Woods, would be destroyed by
this widening of Old McHenry Road. My backyard backs up to Old McHenry Road, and I have a lot of large trees that are on my
property bordering Old McHenry Road. When the road is widened you will destroy a lot of my valuable trees that presently are
shielding me from having to see all the traffic on Old McHenry Road. You also would take a lot of my property when you widen Old
McHenry Road to probably four lanes and a bike path. I will lose a lot of property value when this project is done. I would probably
have a very difficult time selling my home after this widening of Old McHenry Road is done. Nobody want to buy a home and lot
where a whole lot of my property will be taken by Lake County just to widen Old McHenry Road. It is not necessary to widen Old
McHenry Road behind my house. You can widen Old McHenry Road after Echo Lake Road. Also, when you widen Echo Lake Road you
will take more of my property because my property also borders on Echo Lake Road. Also, the other side of Old McHenry Road has a
lot of room for expansion, and it is a curve in the road. If you widen Old McHenry Road on the other side of the road, you won't take
as much of my property. Needless to say, I am very upset by this widening of Old McHenry Road project. I hope this widening of Old
McHenry Road behind my house and property never takes place, because I don't want to lose a lot of my property and the many
trees that are on my property.
Thank you,
Edward Tierney
5 Echo Court
13 Hawthorn Woods, Illinois 60047
Is it possible to begin a grade change for the train tracks on either side of Old McHenry to ensure continued access to the church and
14 garden center properties from Old McHenry? If this were done, the road grade change would not need to be so severe.
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ITEM

COMMENT

15 Question: What is a "Grade Separated Railroad crossing"?

16 (1 of 2)

I have been attending St. Matthew Lutheran Church since 1960, and I am currently one of the elected Church Council Officers. Back
then, there were 3 buildings, the school, the church, and the parsonage, as well as a cemetery. Today we have four buildings: the
new school, the new main church, the historic chapel, and the parsonage with three of them now being attached. We also have the
cemetery and a Columbarium. Over the years, our campus has shrunk, all in the name development. I don't want to lose any more
parking spaces, any more entrances, the current entrance layout, the church visibility, nor the school visibility. For safety reasons, the
pedestrian walkway(s) should either go over or underneath Old McHenry road. Is it possible to have the train tracks go under Old
McHenry Road as that would be desirable rather than the other way around?
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OLD MCHENRY ROAD CROSSINGS | VIRTUAL PUBLIC FORUM | GENERAL COMMENTS
ITEM

COMMENT

16 (2 of 2)

Here are items I am concerned about: ‐‐‐‐ Honoring the sacred status of our cemetery; ‐ Honoring the sacred status of our
Columbarium; ‐ The Loss of visible presence of church from Old McHenry Road and financial impact; ‐ Loss of visible presence of
school from Old McHenry Road and financial impact; ‐ Loss of visible electronic sign from Old McHenry Road; ‐ loss of access to the
main sanctuary church ; ‐ loss of access to historic chapel; ‐ loss of access to parsonage residence; ‐ loss of access to cemetery; ‐ Loss
of access to Columbarium; ‐ loss of access to our campus by full size busses and semi‐tractor trailer units. ; ‐ loss of land. ; ‐ loss of
parking spaces; ‐ increased noise and vibration from additional tracks (no project details given); ‐ increased noise and vibration from
additional trains (no projects details given); ‐ increased noise and vibration from likely overpass and underpass (no project details
given) ; ‐ increased noise from additional road traffic; ‐ how will train noise and vibration be minimized ; ‐ children (and adults)
crossing Old McHenry road to/from Park. ; ‐ the arrangements that will be made to assure uninterrupted utility services (Power,
sewer, water, natural gas, etc.) during the project. ; ‐ Any direct, indirect and extra expenses incurred by St. Matthew as a result of
this development project. ; ‐ Survivability of St. Matthew if our concerns are not honored. ; ‐ Many of the members and neighbors
are anxious to hear more details about what is planned and what options would meet our concerns. Hopefully we can have a say in
the specifics of the railroad crossing plan, as I don't see any positives for St. Matthew.

I live in this area. Thanks for creating a website. However, to anyone familiar with this area the maps and photos are not
informa ve.
The key word here, grade separation, is lost in this message. Don't think overpass/underpass is clear to most people when referred
to as possible grade separa on.
I am suppor ve of any eﬀort to eliminate traﬃc stoppages at this rail road crossing.
17 Please consider making your messaging clearer to everyone.
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ITEM

COMMENT

I agree that the Old McHenry Road CN railroad crossing needs to be addressed, but believe that it is not the only one that is
problematic. The crossings at Gilmer Road and Rt. 83 are equally as bad, if not worse, in terms of long traffic delays and very rough
road conditions at the crossing themselves. I have complained to both of our State Representatives over the past several years about
these crossings, but it apparently fell on deaf ears. I remember when they first proposed the routing of the CN railroad trains through
our area many years ago, and the promises that were made about the length and timing of the trains, indicating that there would be
minimal impact on traffic. Those turned out to be blatant lies and we are now living with the consequences of the very bad decision
to allow that routing to move forward. The elected leaders that allowed that to happen sold the residents out. While we can certainly
explore road improvements to help address the problem, our local, county and state representatives need to address the bigger issue
with the railroad and the agency that regulates them (Illinois Commerce Commission). I would be glad to advocate for that change as
18 a Hawthorn Woods resident for 28 years.

My son lives near Old McHenry and Quentin Roads, and I frequently drive that intersection. While there may be some issues at Old
McHenry Crossings, it seems to me that money might be better spent widening Half Day Rd between Rt 83 and Quentin Road, where
there are also long back ups in traffic where Half Day Rd is only 1 lane in each direction. Another compounding problem is the fact
that the green light time for Half Day Rd is very short, compared to the green light time for Rt 83 and there are often long back ups at
19 this intersection.
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ITEM

COMMENT

20 (1 of 2)

From the leaders of St. Matthew Lutheran Church: What provisions will be made during the construction project for St. Matthew
Lutheran Church and School during the the OMX project: . Saturday, Sunday, Christmas, Easter, Advent and Lenten Worship
Services; . Evening meetings, community programs and building rentals; . Large Events: Weddings, funerals, confirmations,
community events (fall festival/pig roast); . Summer Vacation Bible School; . Emergency Response: Fires, EMT, and Critical Needs; .
Will the sewer and water lines be relocated on the North Side of the Church?; . Will delivery, mail, garbage and other pertinent
services be disrupted?; . Will onsite parking be disrupted or rerouted?; . Will there be due respect give for official acts such as
burials and funerals?; . How will construction noise affect the daily programs of the church and school?; . What safety issues will be
implemented an put in place to assure the safety of our school children and parish members?; . Has consideration be given to the
loss of attendance, monetary, and program implications during the construction and completion of the project?
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COMMENT

20 (2 of 2)

Additional questions? . Are there any plans to add a second railroad line to the present railroad path? If so, how will this impact our
cemetery. Will consideration of a retaining wall installation be made to protect the integrity of the cemetery and the parsonage
located on the campus.; . Has consideration been given to purchasing the northwest corner of the Midlothian and Old McHenry Road
property to move the project further north? Also has consideration been made to purchase home on the north side of Old McHenry
Road from Quentin Road to allow access of the project location moving further north? ; If the actuality of the project is to go
underground, what will be the sound impact for the campus of St. Matthew?; With addition train traffic, how will the sound be
curtailed to protect the residents of the church parsonage and church?; Can you explain how and where a retaining wall will be
placed in front of the St. Matthew property and will it eliminate the present entrance and exit to the campus.; Will a retaining wall in
front of St. Matthew block our present electronic sign? Is so, what are the plans for relocation and site line to access the vision of the
sign.? ; Will St. Matthew loose any current parking that was implemented recently and all the plans that were directed to follow by
the Lake County Department of Transportation. The newly developed parking lot include safety lanes, drop off lanes, increase ADA
parking and designated a designated exit and entrance.; Will additional lighting be provided in the project for the campus of St.
Matthew?; What provisions are in place in the OMX project to assure that a thriving Church/Early Childhood Center and a thriving
Nursery will not be curtailed or eliminated by this project?; A question for all‐How will people coming to the campus of St. Matthew
get in and get out?
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ITEM

COMMENT

You are asking the public to make comment on this proposal but you offer no details to make comment on. This looks like another
"let's throw it against the wall and see what sticks" idea. It seems as though the Church and the garden center are about to be
rendered as disposable . There is no way they can survive with the addition of either an over/under pass. I guess it's easier to bully
them than it is to find a really viable solution. You state there have been nearly 370 accidents at this intersection in the last 5 years,
but you fail to say how many are directly related to the railroad itself. Could there be an intermingling of "normal" traffic accidents
with those directly involving a delay by train? If this RR crossing is such an issue, surly all the other crossings on this line are also a
problem. What is the time‐line for an over/under pass at Gilmer Road and the Hwy 60/83 crossing? Then of course there are 4
additional crossings in Lake Zurich to consider. Trains are a vital part of our way of life. No matter where you go, you will eventually
21 encounter a train and will be delayed by it. That's how it works. Adjust.
22 The only thing that will help this area is an overpass for trains. Anything short of that is a waste if money.
I see this project having a huge negative effect on the access and availability of St. Matthew Lutheran Church. This church has been a
member of the community for over 150 years. It's considerations should be given top priority on this project. The church also has an
ac ve cemetery which is another important considera on for future funerals and visita ons to and from the cemetery.
23 This crossing should have been a consideration before CN railroad was given approval for all the added freight train traffic.
24 Is it possible to reduce the road noise by adding a barrier (hill/knoll) where residential property touches old Mchenry.
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ITEM

COMMENT

25 (1 of 2)

I applaud the consideration for a master plan study program prior to be proceeding with an immediate or temporary remedial
solution to the increased traffic on these roads due to the increased density in Lake County and a lack of a master plan by the many
municipalities that allow these developments to take place without considering their effect on the overall infrastructure of the area
that never had a network of roads or transportation systems to handle the increased population. As someone with over 40 years of
experience in Architecture and Master Planning I would like to offer my comments as input for consideration. i strongly agree with
the option for decreasing the speed limit to a max. of 35 mph on Old McHenry rd. from Middle School North to Quentin. the area
between Middle School North and Midlothian has a total of 14 access points to Old McHenry in a distance of 1 mile. This creates a
very hazardous situation for all who are trying to access or exit onto these roads and driveways with traffic moving at 45 mph and
with increased traffic flow from the west and east due to increased turning lanes on 12 and increased traffic lanes on Old McHenry at
Fairfield. This stretch of road has 9 residential driveways and 5 intersections into subdivisions and secondary roads. Some of these
residences have been here for over 125 years. The current speed limit was acceptable when this area was agricultural with much less
traffic but no longer a safe speed with the in creased residential density, a new school and the increase of bicycle and pedestrian
traffic along this stretch of roadway.;
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ITEM

COMMENT

25 (2 of 2)

Regarding the construction of an underpass on Old McHenry Road I offer the following suggestion. An underpass is just symptomatic
of the logic that has been used to increase this stretch of road from two lanes and a stop sign 30 years ago to 5 lanes and additional
turning lanes and two sets of traffic lights over 3 different reconstruction projects. instead of a viaduct at Old McHenry which will not
offer increased traffic flow I suggest a master plan study for extending Quentin Road to the north with access to access to Midlothian
Road via a viaduct under the railroad at a greenfield location where the existing topography is more appropriate for this type of
construction and would not require the massive reconstruction of roadway and the disruption it would cause at the location
currently proposed. This solution would offer a much better alternative in preserving the quality of life for all the users of this area.
Thank You for your request for public comment on a project that will forever change the visual quality of life for the residents in this
community. I look forward to working with all planners involved in providing a solution that will be a long term solution that will
benefit all effected by this project. please keep me posted of all future forums. Thank You.
Old Henry at CN crossing consider the CN to be above the road grade with the proper drainage in place to insure that Old Mc Henry
Road does not flood to where it needs to be closed after heavy rains. Look at the issues that exist at Deerpath Road has in lake Forest
26 at Route 41 in Lake Forest. Also, at Scranton/ Route 176 in Lake Bluff. These two roads flood in heavy rains.

The stretch of Old McHenry Rd should have a lower speed limit, say reduce from 45 mph to 35 mph to make conditions safer
27 between the school and Fairfield Rd, as well as for cyclists.

28 What is meant by a grade separation? Is that a bridge or over/underpass? Canâ€™t see traffic improvement without that.
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As a commuter who travels that route several times weekly, I have no problem with things the way they are. This proposed plan
doesn't offer an alternate route because all of the potential alternatives are included in the project and therefore negatively
impacted. Safety is important but too many safe drivers would be punished due to the negligence of a few bad drivers. Why is 2040
referenced? Would the project take 15 years to complete if started in 2025? Good heavens! It seems like 12 million dollars could be
29 better used elsewhere in the community.
I would like to see the shoulder on Old McHenry Road turned into a continuous, dedicated bike lane, on the shoulder of the road,
30 from Rand Road to Downtown Long Grove.
Please do everything possible to avoid disruption to "St Matthews Church" and, to "Hawthorn Gardens". These institutions are
located on south side of Old McHenry Rd, east of the CNRR crossing and west of Quentin Rd. These two institutions are vital to
inhabitants of: Hawthorn Woods, Lake Forest, Lake Zurich, Kildeer, Deer Park, North Barrington, Lake Barrington, Tower Lakes and
31 Sylvan Lake ‐ especially to the land owners.
Concerned about negative impact on longstanding small business, Hawthorn Gardens. Lucky to have a nursery of this high quality in
area. Great asset to community amidst many garden nursery closures in recent years. Please develop a "work around" to preserve
32 this important community asset with positive impact on quality of life and community.

33 Received the Post Card a day or two before the closing of the 15th.
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I ride my bicycle from Mundelein to Cuba Marsh FP and back. There are not really any acceptable mainly north‐south roads or bike
paths in this part of Lake County. I zig‐zag between neighborhoods and roads with preferentially three feet of shoulder. Any
additional actual bike paths or sidewalks that are big enough for bikes would reduce the risks for cyclists. Thanks. In your map
area I do ride on Quentin, Old McHenry and Fairfield shoulders to get between Mundelein and Cuba Marsh. I realize completing a
34 longer bike/walking path along Quentin Rd to Cuba Rd is out of scope. Bob Rowell

The left hand light at Midlothian and Old McHenry going southbound towards Lake Zurich is never long enough. The turn lane itself
doesn't hold enough cars either. I was personally was rear ended at this intersection while I was pregnant. This only caused a bigger
backup because an ambulance had to take me to the hospital. This whole area is dangerous especially when a train comes through
and backs up traffic. Cars also cut over multiple lanes going west bound on Old McHenry to get into the turn lanes for Midlothian
and Fairfield. The lights at Old McHenry and Fairfield are too close to the lights at Old McHenry and Midlothian. It creates a huge
35 bottleneck of cars. And underpass at the railroad crossing would do wonders to help with traffic flow.

36 Finish the 53 extension.

37 Please think about bicyclists. A bike lane would be great. Not a sidewalk. Bicycle more. To safety. Best, Rob
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1. What defines “substantial” delay? 2. Who addresses the increase in density via land development. 3. Why not prohibit
commercial rail movements in the county during certain hours of the day? 4. Why not encourage commercial rail traffic during the
hours of 9PM and 5AM? 5. Look again at your accident numbers and understand the vast majority are not in the vicinity of grade
crossings, and the vast majority are the result of inattention or horrific driving skills. An operator’s license in IL is nothing more than a
38 birth certificate validation. You cannot fix stupid.

39 The railroad should pay for this crossing to be elevated over the roadway.
I use Old McHenry Road quite frequently and have often been delayed for at least 15 minutes waiting for the train to finish going by.
40 Please consider a grade‐level adjustment (underpass) to alleviate this problem.
The frequent trains back up traffic on Old McHenry, Midlothian and the Industrial Park between Rt 22 and Midlothian, Gilmer,and
Quentin. These trains often come through during peak traffic times. Having under or over passes would greatly improve traffic flow
41 and trains could run as often as needed.

42 A grade separation is the best thing. The one on Rollins Road and on Washington St have been a godsend!! Just do it !!
Maybe I am not seeing this somewhere, but people are already commenting on Quentin Rd being a four‐lane road. Where does the
land come from? There are houses especially those which are facing Quentin Rd, from the Fairfield Cemetary going North. I am one
of them. My front yard is not far from Quentin Rd. The QR Bible Baptist Church is across the street from us, are you going to take my
yard away? I love the idea of sidewalks and bike paths, but please tell me how you are going to do that without taking yards and
43 acreage away.
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Where will these millions or billion dollars come from that this will cost? The state could have paid for an extension on Rt 53 that
44 was killed by the people living in this exact proposed area. Let the effected area pay for it.
At any time during this project, will access to St. Matthews Church be re‐routed and an entrance to the church be constructed behind
45 the church on Heather Lane?

Very easy to see that the first problem is that there is only one track. And that means many trains do not go through at speed but are
46 slowing or accelerating in this area. Bridges are needed at both Old McHenry and 60/83.
I live on Midlothian Rd and just finished listening to a very loud train at 5:00 am. I'm a graduate of NW University Crash investigation
and reconstruction course with 47 years of police experience. The crashes I've seen are related to cell phone usage, traveling too
closely, too fast for conditions and distracted driving. Build an overpass on Old McHenry Rd. Keep or reduce the amount of trains
47 passing through. Oppose the construction of secondary tracks. Thank you.
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This is a heavily congested area. I do run into a train once a week at a minimum. It would be nice to get an overpass/underpass to
alleviate this. I dont' know of any other remedies that might help. I live in White Birch Lakes in Hawthorn Woods and it is difficult to
make a legal turn from Northbound Midlothian into the turn lane north on Fairfield and Old McHenry. Also it would be nice to have
2 lanes on Old McHenry from 22 to Rand. I also know of a nearly tragic accident involving my neighbor at Mulberry and Old McHenry
that involved the car behind her turning into the right lane that allows for vehicles to go around a vehicle turning onto Mulberry.
Someone made this move at the last minute and the car behind her hit her and she was T‐boned after she was hit and pushed into
the Northeast bound lane. Krueger Rd between Midlothian and Fairfield is, and has always been poorly maintained. It would be nice
48 if this was passable.
I live off Darlington. It is next to impossible to get on to Old McHenry during rush hours because traffic is held up constantly from
cars turning into left going either way. There is a pass around for cars turning left onto Darlington. If a pass around was put at every
place someone has to turn left going both directions from Quentin to Route 22 TRAFFIC WOULD MOVE MUCH BETTER!! Since you
are already starting work close by, WHY NOT ALSO PUT IN THESE NEEDED PASS AROUNDS for every left hand turn in both directions
49 between Quentin and Route 22?????

We live in Heather Highlands subdivision and are concerned about how you intend to accomplish the grade separation at the
50 railroad tracks. When can we see a plan? How is this going to affect ingress and egress from the subdivision?
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Hello, I am a long time resident here in Forest lake and live on the corner of Quentin & Glendale roads. While I welcome
improvements, there is a noticeable increase in traffic which sometimes blocks the intersection. There is a lot of traffic noise which
continues to grow longer in duration throughout the day with the increase in traffic already. Widening or otherwise improving the
flow of traffic will undoubtedly invite greater usage compounding this situation if not addressed in the plan. One major concern is
the new location footprint or widening of Quentin Rd. I am located on the East side in Forest Lake with a garage and driveway
positioned at the edge my property line. My concern here is shortening the drive can make for unsafe use at times. Additionally,
widening to the east too far will effect all the properties and the old barn along Quentin Rd south of Old Mchenry Rd. Lastly, I also
have a creek through my back yard at the roads low point which gathers drainage from runoff and has filled in with gravel and silt
making it very shallow. I believe this would benefit from improvement for what I imagine will be an increase in additional flow due to
increased impervious surface from the project. Thank you for your consideration for our neighbor hood and property values. Joel
51 Klippel 847‐846‐7905
LCDOT knows what needs to be done in this area. Either the railroad needs to go over Old McHenry Rd or the road has to go over
the tracks, plain and simple. Quentin road SHOULD have been widen to four lanes years ago, when the widening was done from
Ensell to Rt.22 For God's sakes, please don't waste hundreds of millions of dollars on study's as was done on the failed Rt53 project.
There should be ample amount of monies to fund this project since the governor and the lake county board has raised the motor fuel
52 tax by 120% in the last three years !
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You obviously already know how bad the backups are due to the trains during rush hour in the mornings and afternoons. One
possible issue I see is the short distance between the Midlothian light and the tracks and the tracks to Quentin road. I could see cars
not making it up the incline during the winter or being stuck on the incline after waiting for the light to change. What's unfortunate,
is most of this traffic could have used a Route 53 extension. As a result, we could have avoided this significant investment. In
addition, we think traffic is bad now, when construction starts, it'll become a nightmare. Recognizing where are today, I do
appreciate your efforts to improve this traffic problem which can only get worse if CN adds more trains. I grew up in Des Plaines and
53 dealt with trains most of my younger days.

The railroad is a safety issue ‐ the trains are too long and obstruct traffic. It delays ambulances. Please create an underpass or
54 overpass to eliminate the railroad issue. It's truly a problem in this area.

1) Today the access to the St Matthew property is just West of the old church building and the exit is on the east side of the property
next to the Hawthorn Garden Center. The church can be accessed going both East and West on Old McHenry Road. Question:How
will traffic access the St Matthew property going East bound on Old McHenry Road? How will traffic exit the St Matthew property
going East bound on Old McHenry Road? How will traffic access the St Matthew property going West bound on Old McHenry Road?
How will traffic exit the St Matthew property going West bound on Old McHenry Road? 2) If a second railroad track is added to the
CN right‐a‐way will a retaining wall be added along the St Matthew cemetery to protect it? 3) Will any efforts be included to
preserve the 158 year old church building? 4) Has any consideration be given to buying the property on the North side of Old
McHenry Road and West of the Hawthorn Public Works facility to Midlothian Road to minimize property infringement to the St
55 Matthew property? 5) What are other options to a tunnel under the tracks or elevating the tracks over Old McHenry Road?
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Please do not relegate bicycles to bike path only. Please consider design State of Wisconsin uses, with path for walkers and
recreational cyclists AND a bike lane for faster, cyclists. A bike lane similar to the one on Long Grove Rd. Is preferred over a more
56 protected bike lane.

I have lived here for 41 years. The 53 extension was rejected by home owners all along the proposed route. Yet, the population
continues to grown. The old roads layout left large areas difficult to reach. Routes 22 does not have good egress going north and
Route 12 has poor egress to the northeast. The result is that Old McHenry is a shortcut. But it does not have to be the mess it is.
Traffic has been shunted through there by enhancing all the roads around it in the past decade. This problem has been exacerbated
by prior poor planning and perhaps anticipation that the extended would become a reality. Now Lake County wants to try to cram
more cars through this small corridor. It does not have to be this way. For example, Cars can go 1/2 mile west on 22 to Oakwood and
use a road already 4 lanes wide. When you look at map, Oakwood Ave is not even marked as an area of concern. What is marked is
that it is hard to make a left hand turn on Midlothian near the high School? Something is radically wrong with this picture. Hawthorn
Woods and Forest Lake should not be asked to be There are other potential diversion routes. This is ill conceived as proposed. A
57 wider area and consideration of other traffic patterns must be in the mix
I am extremely interested in the impact of what this project means for the St. Matthew cemetery. My husband's grave is on the
western boundary line, very close to the tracks. St. Matthew members and workers will be greatly affected by this, more than any
58 other local citizens. Thank you for addressing this concern.
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I am NOT in favor of this project. Saint Matthew Lutheran Church in Hawthorn Woods located at 24500 N. Old McHenry Rd has been
a vital and visible presence in the Hawthorn Woods, Lake Zurich, Wauconda, Mundelein communities for over 163 years. This project
will see the destruction of our visable sinage, and loosing all of our entrances/exits as well as land on the church property. The
congregants are very much upset at loosing what we have worked hard over the years to achieve for progres. One possible
suggestion is to use the available land across the street from the church otherwise I strongly oppose this project as both an employee
59 of Saint Matthew's, a member, and resident of Lake County.

60 (1 of 2)

I'm a relatively new member of the community, but I am largely affected by this project as I live in the Villas at the Commons
neighborhood. I live/work/drive around this intersection every single day, multiple times a day. And once my kids are older, that
number will drastically increase as they will go to the local schools and want to utilize all the parks around our home. Here are
some of my quick viewpoints regarding the project... ‐ Solving the train issue will resolve so much of the backup that occurs not
only during rush hour, but even in the middle of the day when a train can cause a 5‐10 minute backup. I believe an underpass for the
train would be the most aesthetically pleasing route to go and would easily still allow walking/running/biking paths to simply go next
to the road and over the train as well. ‐ Adding walking/running/biking paths at least 1‐2 miles out in all directions where feasible
from the intersection of Old McHenry and Midlothian would not only help with traffic congestion, but also enhance the LZ and HW
area with opportunities for residents and even those in the surrounding villages to utilize our paths to enjoy the beauty that is
LZ/Hawthorn Woods.
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60 (2 of 2)

Our village tries to promote conserving our nature areas so we can enjoy them, and this would only further enhance this. Plus, it
would help connect neighborhoods to one another as well as create safer and environmentally friendly options to get from all the
great parks we have. Right now we live within 1 mile of the HW aquatic center, 1 mile of the YMCA and 1 mile of the HW community
park, yet for us to access any of those amenities, we have to drive. ‐ This is where the experts would come in and say if this is a
good idea or not, but just want to throw it out there anyways. Have Fairfield connect to Midlothian rather than Old McHenry, this
could help the flow of traffic. Right now if you are driving south on Fairfield, but want to get to Midlothian, you either need to go all
the way down to Old McHenry, turn left, and then left (north) again... or drive down Kruger, which is a disaster in itself, and then try
to turn left from Kruger, which is very dangerous. Have Fairfield and Midlothian meet just south of the HW aquatic center and add a
new light there. This now makes Old McHenry and Midlothian more of an individual intersection, rather than Fairfield throwing off
the traffic of that intersection. The 1‐2 homes that exist on the very south end of Fairfield can remain, but make the street there a
dead end street up until the last home so they don't need to be bought out and moved. Thanks for listening to all of our ideas as
this project will affect this community and all of it's residents in such a large way for many years to come. Look forward to continuing
to provide my thoughts as well as listen to all of my neighbors and the surrounding community about what they think is in the best
interest of improving traffic flow for today as well as many years down the road, as well as enhance our neighborhoods in other ways
with additional ways to get around. John Wierzbicki

61 Please also consider conducting a study of the Gilmer Road railroad crossing.

2 thoughts: 1 ‐ Putting in a traffic light on Fairfield just north of Old Mchenry would lessen the risk everyone takes trying to exit the
subdivision right there because its semi‐blind. 2 ‐ Adding a turn lane on Old McHenry right before Fairfield would also lessen the risk
62 everyone takes when trying to turn and/or pull out onto Old McHenry
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My concern is biking and walking routes. The existing shoulder(s) isn't wide enough to be considered safe for biking nor walking. I
pass walkers and cyclist daily and fear for their safety. In a perfect World bike or multi use paths would be provided but at a very
63 minimuim a 3 foot wide shoulder would offer something.
I PUT FORTH THAT CN PAY FOR THE ENTIRE OLD MCHENRY AND GILMER grade separation projects. CN will be the BIG winner in this
project. CN will realize a HUGE revenue increase through a big train volume increases on this route. AND, you can be certain that
over time that traffic will increase even more. Lastly, what is the VHW payback for the increased CN train noise pollution that is a
byproduct of a BIG increase in rail traffic. Once the CN currently pending merger with another railroad is complete, that merger will
put even more traffic on this KEY CN route. Once the Gilmer Underpass is completed we shoul anticipate CN will immediatly,
64 substantially increase the number of trains using this route WITH THE CURRENT CUSTOMERS.
65 We need an over or under pass at the CN tracks

I have often reported this intersection to the STB about long crossings. I think one night it was just under 1/2 hour for a train to cross
this intersection. One thing of concern about this is the ability of EMT to service people. Their is a hospital gap between Libertyville
66 and Barrington. Obstacles such as trains and traffic can prevent people from receiving time sensitive life saving.
It is very difficult getting to Old McHenry Rd. and Quentin with the train delays to get to my office in Northbrook. I would like to see
67 an overpass for the train so it would not stop traffic on the road.
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Very concerned about access to St Matthew Lutheran Church and Hawthorn Gardens. Both are a well established part of Hawthorn
68 Woods and vital to the community.
I would like to know how this road work will effect the church next to the railroad tracks. What will the access be and will there still
69 be visibility from the road?

Hawthorn Gardens has been a huge part of my gardening life..and still is..they also support my garden club and us members..Long
70 Grove,Killdeer Garden club.I’m also against destroying a family owned business for the past 35 yrs.

Please focus your efforts on getting road traffic over or under the railroad tracks, and don't do anything to endanger our beloved
71 Hawthorn Gardens which we have been going to for 30 years. Thanks!
I am a member of two garden clubs in this area, and am against anything that would jeopardize Hawthorn Gardens on the corner of
Quentin and Old McHenry Roads. Please focus any widening efforts to the North side of Old McHenry Road, where there is a park
and a maintenance facility and a couple of old decaying homes and leave Hawthorn Gardens and the church alone. I am tired of
72 seeing mom and pop businesses go under, and we need to avoid any proposals in this plan that will cause their demise.

I would suggest you copy what you did on lake cook road in Deerfield Make a bridge for train to do on and the Vehicles go under the
73 bridge just make sure the semi’s can fit under the bridge
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74 Finish the 53 extension
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1 Bikes/Pedestrians

My children can't safely cross the street. There are three different sidewalks that all end at this
intersection, but no crosswalk or grade at the curb.

11

0

2 Idea or Suggestion

The intersection of Lagoon Dr. and Old McHenry road needs to be enhanced as part of this project.
* Lagoon exit onto Old McHenry Rd needs to be expanded to two lanes, one left turn and one Right
turn.
* East bound Old McHenry Road needs to have a dedicated left turn lane onto Lagoon Dr.
* And at least one but most likely two East bound straight through lanes.

12

5

3 Idea or Suggestion

Buy these 2 properties and the one across the tracks and acquire some of the park frontage and
move old McHenry 30 feet to the north

8

11

4 Idea or Suggestion

Please consider doing an engineering study, similar to the one you are doing for the Old McHenry
crossing in Lake Zurich, at the Gilmer Rd railroad crossing!

6

0

5 Bikes/Pedestrians

I inquired in summer 2020 about the potential of a crosswalk at Quentin &amp; 22. The Lake County
person I spoke with stated that plans were in the works for a crosswalk.

1

0

6 Bikes/Pedestrians

Bikes traveling north have to enter the traffic lanes just south of here as the sidepath ends with no
crosswalk or curb cutout. Bikes traveling south have no safe options here.

9

0

7 Bikes/Pedestrians

I have experienced harassment from motorists along this road. I suggest placement of "Bicycles May
Use Full Lane" signs (DOT R4‐11) and reduction in speed limit.

8

7

8 Bikes/Pedestrians

I often experience harassment from motorists along this road during rush hour. I suggest placement
of "Bicycles May Use Full Lane" signs (DOT R4‐11) as a reminder, or separate facilities for bicycles.

8

6

9 Environmental

The noise level here is already significant. Would love to see some sound and privacy walls installed.
As well as speed limit reduction.

7

8
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10 Idea or Suggestion

If Quentin Road is expand to 4 lanes from Rt. 22 to Old McHenry, we need a traffic light at Quentin
Road and Highland. It is impossible for us to exit Forest Lake now that there are 4 lanes up to Route
22 and Quentin. Normally we wait 5 minutes or more to exist Forest Lake during heavy traffic times .

12

6

11 Idea or Suggestion

Traffic calming measures such as chicanes and/or corner extensions/bulb‐outs should be installed to
ensure slow traffic speeds near the school. School zone speed limit signs are not enough to deter
speeding.

6

7

12 Traffic

Add traffic signal to the intersection of Old McHenry and Copperfield Dr due to current existing wait
times to exit subdivision during peak traffic hours.

2

9

13 Bikes/Pedestrians

Currently there is no bike or pedestrian connectivity from Heritage Oaks Park to White Birch
Meadows, White Birch Lakes, or Lochanora subdivision. This would improve park use by allowing
pedestrian access to subdivisions to the west.

3

0

14 Idea or Suggestion

Make one intersection for Fairfield and Midlothian.

2

9

15 Idea or Suggestion

Left hand turn lane onto Old Mchenry from midlothian needs to be longer and the turn lane needs to
fit more cars.

16

0

16 Idea or Suggestion

Buy the farm land and force Midlothian to the east more in order to space out fairfield and
midlothian lights to help with traffic flow.

6

10

17 Idea or Suggestion

This intersection construction is set to begin this fall

0

0
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18 Idea or Suggestion

This should be a round about not a light. Less lights.

4

1

19 Idea or Suggestion

why does the road have to move north?

1

1

20 Bikes/Pedestrians

Install a bike path along Quentin to connect up with the recently completed section south of Route
22

18

2

21 Bikes/Pedestrians

I live nearby and I never seen anyone biking here, bike riders tend to take smaller streets or the
industrial park way

0

10

22 Bikes/Pedestrians

Old McHenry Road is frequently used by cyclists as a route to connect to other areas in the NW
Suburbs. See the attached Strava Heatmap showing routes that are frequently used by cyclists in the
project area (the "whiter" the route, the more frequently it is used by cyclists). Consider bike lanes
(preferred) or bike friendly shoulders along Old McHenry Road within the project limits, if possible.

12

1

23 Idea or Suggestion

I have to wait for trains here very often. The grade separation would be a massive improvement

29

2

24 Idea or Suggestion

Totally agree. I recently moved, but I've dealt with the trains there for years and as much of a pain as
the construction will be to do this, I think that's the best way to keep traffic moving and make it safer
for all involved. Both grade separations in Lake Zurich greatly improved traffic, hopefully this would
do the same!

2

0
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"Under Illinois law, school zone speed limits are set at 20 miles per hour on school days when children
are present. It is enforced only when children are likely to be on the street or outside the school
building within the designated school zone parameters."

25 Idea or Suggestion

When my kids were in school students were not allowed to Cross Old McHenry road. I have never
seen students crossing Old McHenry in my 15 years living in Abbey Glenn. Why is traffic calming on
Old McHenry road required?

3

0

26 Idea or Suggestion

Speed limit restriction on Quentin rd would be great.

2

21

27 Bikes/Pedestrians

Add bike paths down Echo Lake road

8

0

28 Bikes/Pedestrians

Extension of bike and walking path along Quentin rd

7

1

29 Bikes/Pedestrians

Please add sidewalks down to the high school !

10

1

30 Bikes/Pedestrians

I see bikers regularly on Sat and Sun morning. It is a dangerous place to ride, so that deters most
casual bikers. Now that Quentin road, south of 22, has a sidewalk ‐ it would be excellent to
extend/connect up to Old McHenry

4

0

31 Idea or Suggestion

Until this gets fixed, I wish Canadian National would publish a timetable of their train schedule
through this intersection. I've looked, but there is nothing I could find.

16

1
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32 Idea or Suggestion

Grade separation would be a huge improvement to prevent delays due to train crossings.

2

0

33 Idea or Suggestion

This feels like LCDOT is proposing solutions for problems that don’t exist.

1

0

34 Accident/Safety

Due to the short distance and the volume of traffic going North on Fairfield, many cars cut across
multiple lanes of traffic to get to the right turn lane. A raised median between straight and turn lane
would prevent this.

3

3

35 Traffic

The addition of the second turn lane from Hwy 12 onto Old McHenry has increased length of streams
of cars in the morning commute and significantly increased wait times for residents to get out of their
subdivisions onto Old McHenry

3

0

36 Traffic

Traffic backs up on Echo Lake Rd, causing long delays due to the volume of traffic on Old McHenry. A
traffic light, operating during morning and evening rush hours would help.

3

5

37 Traffic

When there are trains, traffic backs up on NB Quentin.

0

0

38 Accident/Safety

reduce speed limit. it jumps to 50 MPH for only 1 mile. There is a lot of new construction in that one‐
mile stretch

8

13

39 Bikes/Pedestrians

I agree there are very few cyclists in the area, and not surprising given the lack of well‐thought‐out,
connected cycle paths. This needs to be part of a larger strategic plan, across lake county. Join up
our cycle paths!!!

3

0

40 Accident/Safety

Disagree. The speed limit increases from 45 to 50mph. There will not be constructed too much
longer. 50mph is reasonable for the road.

1

1
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41 Idea or Suggestion

Make the speed limit on this stretch of the road realistic. It's straight with good visibility and
restricted to 40mph with very frequent police speed traps. 45 would seem more appropriate.

18

7

42 Idea or Suggestion

Either the road needs to go under the railroad or vice versa. We have too many same‐grade crossings
in the area.

14

0

43 Traffic

A roundabout would work better here with a tunnel under the railroad to prevent backups.

5

16

44 Traffic

A roundabout would work better here with a tunnel under the railroad to prevent backups

3

11

45 Bikes/Pedestrians

Add a bike lane down the side of Old McHenry Road to connect to enable further access to schools
and parks

9

0

46 Idea or Suggestion

Get trucks off Fairfield rd and reduce speed limit. Truck volume and noise is significant. Many drivers
exceed the posted limit...55‐65 mph is very typical and passing on double yellow lines is happening.

6

5

47 Idea or Suggestion

Decrease the speed limit all over. For people from the north/northwest, merge 12 (going South)
somewhere else rather than across Old McHenry, and Fairfield into Midlothian further north (maybe
at Gilmer, and have them feed into 83 as well) eliminating an intersection. Station Police to monitor
traffic more and ticket speeders and/or those not paying attention while driving (looking at their cell
phone, running yellow light, etc.), and make lazy kids take the bus rather than being driven to MSN.

0

6

48 Idea or Suggestion

Agreed. I’ve lived in HW for 30 years now and the train situation has become utterly ridiculous for the
past 3‐4 of those. LZ had the right idea with the train overpass on 22 (though there’s still a major
problem with an at grade crossing on southbound Ela).

2

0
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49 Idea or Suggestion

So true! I’ve called their corporate number to try to get times after the train was completely stopped
on two of the intersections for over an hour—once late at night and once in the morning on my way
to work. They offered no assistance.

1

0

50 Idea or Suggestion

To make a 5‐way intersection? That would add problems, not solve them.

0

0

51 Idea or Suggestion

I live in community just north of old mchenry and Quentin. It takes me 5 minutes every morning to
leave our neighborhood to get on to Quentin due to long light times for old mchenry ‐ need a better
option to get out of neighborhood without sitting waiting for such a long light every single morning.
We turn right and do illegal u turns to get back to Quentin which is not safe! I know it is only 30
homes to the east of park…but it is frustrating during 6am to 8am in the mornings.

1

2

52 Idea or Suggestion

Please do NOT do roundabouts!!!!!!

12

10

53 Bikes/Pedestrians

I'm a cyclist and avoid Old McHenry due to high speed traffic and increased rate of distracted driving
(texting, looking at navigation screen, etc). I know many, many cyclists would use a path if it existed.

0

0

54 Bikes/Pedestrians

Add a bike path from the intersection of March St and Midlothian Rd north down Midlothian Rd to
old McHenry people use this route to get from LZ to old McHenry rd by biking or walking. Crosswalks
are also needed at these intersections, the seed limit is to fast and it is not safe to cross. Add a bike
path from old McHenry rd south to high school.

17

0
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55 Accident/Safety

Speed Limit on Midlothian Rd is way to fast!!! There are not crosswalks and there are people to walk
run and bike who have to run across this road because there are no safety mechanisms in place.
There are also neighborhoods on both side of this road and construction. Midlothian rd should not
have a speed limit higher then parts of highway 12 given it is between neighborhoods and within
close proximity to schools! This speed is very unsafe for a small 2 lane road.

6

2

56 Bikes/Pedestrians

Sidewalk Ends prohibiting connectivity between nearby towns.There is a side walk from Lake Zurich
high school that leads down echo lake rd and Lakewood Lane that stops within vision of another
sidewalk across Midlothian rd. The sidewalk from March st continues down oakwood rd and ends at
midlothian rd with no crosswalk when there is another sidewalk that connects to LZ within
vision.Daily there are children, bikers and walkers going to the high school or downtown who have no
crosswalk! Not safe!

4

1

57 Accident/Safety

No crosswalk!! Very unsafe, this is a 50 mile an hour road and sidewalk from March st down oakwood
rd that connects downtown lake Zurich and high school to hawthorn woods has no crosswalk and
sidewalk ends and then starts again just further down the street. Sidewalk from Lakewood lane needs
to be extended and connect to the sidewalk that goes down March st that ends at the northernmost
tip of midlothian rd just before the intersection of Old McHenry rd.Add bike path from March st to
Old Mchenry.

6

0

58 Idea or Suggestion

Create an intersection similar to route 14 and Dundee with an underpass on old McHenry and
midlothian rd crossing over it with a bridge. Similar to Fairfield and gilmer rd, this would be good
because of the close proximity of midlothian rd and Fairfield. This intersection is very similar to the
close proximity of Dundee rd, Eld rd and 14 and the system there works well.

5

7

59 Idea or Suggestion

Railway should go over Old McHenry. Is the railway part of this discussion?

0

0
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60 Idea or Suggestion

or just have Fairfield end into Midlothian via Kruger.

0

0

61 Accident/Safety

Guard rails here, and merge after the turn is complete.

1

0

62 Accident/Safety

have the lane end in a "right only" at mulberry,

1

0

63 Idea or Suggestion

If expanded, would sound barriers be installed similar to those that were put in along Quentin further
south?

0

1

64 Idea or Suggestion

To reduce the impact to St Matthew Lutheran Church that has been there since 1863.

1

0

65 Accident/Safety

Southbound Fairfield traffic turning left onto east OM@ YMCA intersection often block westbound
OM travelers which backs up OM@Midlothian intersection‐ morning commute

1

0

66 Accident/Safety

summer 2020 there was a multicar accident with serious injury at this intersection that is not counted
on the accident map

1

0

67 Accident/Safety

this intersection needs a traffic light. at certain times of the day there is a long line of cars trying to
make a left turn from Echo Lake onto west bound Old McHenry

4

4

68 Accident/Safety

Suggest a left turn lane from east bound Old McHenry to Mulberry

0

0
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69 Accident/Safety

For safety reasons, the pedestrian walkway(s) should either go over or underneath Old McHenry
road. I am concerned about children (and adults) crossing Old McHenry road to/from Park.

5

3

70 Idea or Suggestion

Over the years, the St. Matthew Lutheran Church and School campus has shrunk, all in the name of
“development”. I don’t want to lose any more parking spaces, any more entrances, the current
entrance layout, the church visibility, the school visibility, cemetery plots, nor the Columbarium.
Here are two of many items I am concerned about:
•Honoring the sacred status of our cemetery
•Honoring the sacred status of our Columbarium.

5

0

1

6

For St. Matthew I am concerned about visibility and access:

71 Idea or Suggestion

•Loss of visible presence of church from Old McHenry Road
•Loss of visible presence of school from Old McHenry Road and financial impact
•Loss of visible electronic sign from Old McHenry Road.
•loss of access to the main sanctuary church
•loss of access to historic chapel
•loss of access to parsonage residence
•loss of access to cemetery
•Loss of access to Columbarium
•access to our campus by large buses &amp; trucks.
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72 Idea or Suggestion

For St. Matthew Church and School, here are some items I am concerned about:
•loss of land
•loss of parking spaces
•increased noise and vibra on from addi onal tracks (no project details given)
•increased noise and vibra on from addi onal trains (no projects details given)
•increased noise and vibra on from likely overpass and underpass (no project details given)
•increased noise from addi onal road traﬃc
•how will increased frequency of train noise and vibra on be minimized?

5

0

73 Idea or Suggestion

Is it possible to have the train tracks go under Old McHenry road? For current residents and
businesses on Old McHenry road, that would be desirable rather than the other way around.

11

0

74 Idea or Suggestion

St. Matthew concerns:
•school children crossing Old McHenry
•arrangements that will be made to assure uninterrupted u lity services (Power, sewer, water, natural
gas, etc.) during the project.
•Any direct, indirect and extra expenses incurred by St. Ma hew as a result of this development
project.
•Survivability of St. Ma hew if our concerns are not honored.
The church and our neighbors are anxious to hear more SPECIFIC details about what is planned for
railroad crossing.

4

0

75 Idea or Suggestion

This needs to be an overpass/under pass, especially if the train traffic is going to increase. This would
significantly increase traffic flow.

16

0
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76 Idea or Suggestion

Right turn lanes should be seperated via a medium or pilons to stop people from cutting across
traffic. This would reduce accident and promote better traffic flow

4

2

77 Bikes/Pedestrians

Perhaps a bike lane would be better. Especially for rush hour.

1

0

78 Idea or Suggestion

Add an exit point for Stonebridge community out to Miller Rd to help alleviate traffic at the light. The
road off of Miller is present with a connection corridor already in place.

0

0

79 Idea or Suggestion

Why isn't Kruger Road part of the discussion?
This is a logical place to balance the Midlothian/Fairfield lights.

4

1

80 Idea or Suggestion

I'm not a truck. 99% of the problem in the OMH intersection. Sure Milton is very ugly and unsafe,
but other than having a more improved bike shoulder Fairfield is as good as it gets for a 2‐lane road.

0

0

81 Idea or Suggestion

Yes that would be ideal, but with the Midlothian intersection so close I don't know how that works.
Ideally you eliminate one of the lights. My suggestion is to use Kruger Rd for that purpose.

0

0

82 Accident/Safety

The speed limiet is not only relevant for the road construction, but also for the surroundings. Be
aware, although maybe not visible to a commuter you are passing through a residential area. It would
be more relevant to reduce the speed accordingly i.e 35mph!

0

0

83 Bikes/Pedestrians

I'm a cyclist. A very common route is Fairfield‐OMH‐Cuba Road. OMH east of Quentin and Fairfield
are great cycling roads. The Quentin right turn is the scariest as right turners cut off the cyclists
continuing on OMH. Btw mostly weekends but during my Ironman training I would ride it weekday
afternoons.

0

0
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84 Bikes/Pedestrians

I'm a cyclist and a motorist. I don't want to see a speed limit reduction. I do want to see paved 4ft
shoulders on Midlothian. It is miserable and scary riding on Midlothian. LZ should be embarrassed by
the awful bike/pedestrian handling the entire distance. Even the sidewalks are AWFUL. Usually
pedestrian accommodations around schools are great.

1

0

85 Bikes/Pedestrians

No speed limit reductions. LZ should be embarrassed by the cyclist/pedestrian accommodations on
Midlothian.

1

0

86 Traffic

Synchronies the traffic lights from the Abbey Clenn lights to the Quentin Road lights. Have green
wave from west to east in the morning and from West to East in the evening. Set the green speed on
35mph and show that. Make those waves so there wil be sufficient caps in the traffic for people in the
sub divisions to make a left turn onto Old McHenry.

4

1

87 Idea or Suggestion

What's the end goal...really? Someone has future plans. Leave this section to locals and force
through traffic on 12 and 22 and utilize/expand Gilmer. There is nothing in between that requires a
large road improvement that the locals can't handle. The area should not be thought of as a short
cut. Remove the left hand turn from 12S and the right turn from 22W.
Save this money and finally expand 22 and 12.
A heavy police presence on Fairfield and Midlothian N would help as well.

6

6

88 Idea or Suggestion

Reduce the speed as is found in Longrove, the noise generated by the passing vehicles is atrocious. I
also believe that a reduced speed should space vehicles further apart and reduce use of vehical
braking.

2

2
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89 Idea or Suggestion

Again if we reduce the speed limit and allow vehicals to be spaced further apart this should allow for
opportunities to make the desired turns. The continued existence of school buses and truck traffic
not well suited to high speed traffic

0

0

90 Accident/Safety

Consistency is nice, however lowering the speed limit is not helpful. Put a 35mph on an interstate
and see what speed 90% of the people drive. Enforcement is difficult as there are no pull offs and
multiple jurisdictions.

0

0

91 Idea or Suggestion

There's already too much reduction of open green space going on around LZ. Minimize the
environmental impact with minimal road widening (just enough for bike lanes). Build a bridge for the
train over OM or an underpass for cars. Try to maintain the country feel of our community. It's why
we live here.

10

1

92 Accident/Safety

School bus traffic on echo lake road backs things up. Bus traffic should be diverted towards stop
lights not this intersection.

0

0

93 Bikes/Pedestrians

I used to ride old McHenry to Fairfield often to get to the forest preserve trails. It always feels a little
unsafe. Definitely think we need bike lanes. I’d think about riding to YMCA too if there were lanes.

0

0

94 Idea or Suggestion

Additional measures need to be taken to better allow left turns from Heather Ln onto NB Quentin. It
can be difficult especially during high traffic times and will only get worse if Quentin lanes are
increased and flow is improved from Old McHenry to SB Quentin. Even just right turns onto Quentin
from Heather can be challenging with the constant flow of traffic from Old McHenry at times.

4

0
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95 Idea or Suggestion

I think the intersection of Rt. 22 and Quentin Rd should be improved by adding left turn dual lanes
both on NB and SB Quentin Rd. going on Rt 22. It would be highly recommended since Rt. 22 from
Quentin Rd to IL 83 will soon be reconstructed and widened in the near future. Also, there should be
a bike path and pedestrian going through this intersection to accommodate pedestrian mobility and
safety.

2

1

96 Accident/Safety

It's difficult to make a left hand turn off March Street during rush hours. Perhaps the proposed
improvements would make it safer because it would keep traffic moving or it would make it riskier
because there might be a steady stream of faster moving cars.

1

0

97 Traffic

Given the blind corner coming from the East, this could increase the number of accidents if traffic is
stopped at the light.

0

0

98 Idea or Suggestion

Converting the intersection in to a roundabout would remove two stoplights and improve overall
traffic flow.

0

0

99 Idea or Suggestion

Roundabouts have been shown to reduce collisions and increase traffic flow:
https://wsdot.wa.gov/Safety/roundabouts/benefits.htm

1

0

100 Idea or Suggestion

Roundabouts have been shown to reduce collisions and increase traffic flow:
https://wsdot.wa.gov/Safety/roundabouts/benefits.htm

1

0

101 Idea or Suggestion

what are the impacts to the church? Nothing has been proposed yet and the road is already 5 lanes
wide.

0

0
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102 Idea or Suggestion

The proposed widening of Quentin to four lanes north of 22 to Old McHenry carries with it problems.
Between Glendale Road south to Ensell it looks like land on the west side of Quentin must be
acquired, lest you cut too deeply into yards and driveways on the east side. The old barn sits there.
Would this not alter Quentin’s straight path? Is this expansion really needed? Railroad improvement
makes the most immediate sense. Quentin expansion north of 22 a solution looking for a problem.

3

1

103 Traffic

Please balance the needs of the projected 30k+ travelling through this area vs the needs of the few.

0

3

104 Accident/Safety

Left turn from Glendale onto Quentin southbound is challenging during rush hour and would be
impossible if lanes were added. Taking Forest to Old McHenry is not a viable alternative as a left turn
is already extremely hazardous. Jim Kueck P.E.

2

0

1

0

The map does not indicate show this, but there is a railroad crossing here at Oakwood.
Too early to tell if the tracks will be raised/lowered or if Old McHenry will be raised/lowered. But a
change in the grade to the tracks could potentially impact this intersection, given how close it is to
Old McHenry.
105 Traffic

I think it is important nearby that this crossing remains.
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106 Traffic

A roundabout here only works if the Fairfield/Old McHenry intersection didn't exist. Converting both
intersections that are very close to each other is a disaster waiting to happen.

1

0

107 Idea or Suggestion

Right turn lanes should also be longer to allow for through‐traffic to get by when trains are
preventing cars from turning.

1

0

108 Bikes/Pedestrians

This could be part of a bike route to the Foglia YMCA

0

0

109 Idea or Suggestion

At least connect the bike lanes on the East side of Quentin Rd. Both the North and South bike lanes
end about 10 feet short of the intersection.

0

0

110 Idea or Suggestion

Due to the number of driveways on this heavily traveled road, the speed needs to be drastically
reduced. Pulling in and out safely has always been a challenge due to the large amount of cars
traveling at higher speeds.

2

1

111 Idea or Suggestion

Due to the driveways, and neighborhood entrances on this road; along with the number of vehicles
that travel on it daily, adding additional lanes will increase vehicle speed and make it difficult to pull in
and out of these places safely.

0

0

112 Accident/Safety

Reducing speed limits may be an option. Lower speed limits may force people to take alternative
routes home, such as 83 and the expressway to head North. Adding lanes would be a terrible idea for
many reasons.

1

0
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113 Idea or Suggestion

I can’t see how they could expand the road when there are so many residential drives located on this
road. It’s impossible to exit the neighborhood and I’ve seen many struggle to pull in and out of their
driveways! Many of you travel through here for work or school, but there are people who LIVE here!

2

0

114 Idea or Suggestion

People need to look into using our other routes like 83 and our tollways. The speed at which people
now travel on the new expanded stretch of Quentin exceeds 55mph, even past the police station in
Deer Park! Expanding the road would cause a number of additional issues for us that live here!

0

0

115 Bikes/Pedestrians

Many bicyclists do not follow proper riding procedures. Failure to ride single file and not moving over
when motorists approach is dangerous for all involved. Another reason why reducing the speed limits
here would be helpful!

0

0

116 Traffic

Please also remember the needs of the people who have their homes on these roads. Our kids play as
we drag our garbage to theses busy streets and pick our papers off our driveways as cars fly by way
over the recommended speed limits.

0

0

117 Bikes/Pedestrians

Many bicyclists do not follow proper riding procedures. Failure to ride single file and not moving over
when motorists approach is dangerous for all involved. Another reason why reducing the speed limits
here would be helpful!

0

1

118 Environmental

The amount of injured animals and roadkill have greatly increased on this road in the 8 years I’ve
lived in my home. Possibly due to all of the new housing developments and the increase in cars
traveling our roads. A decrease in speed limits could help solve this issue.

2

2
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120 Idea or Suggestion

Turning in/out at Lagoon is very challenging at certain times of the day. Especially with the speed at
which cars accelerate heading east.
This intersection is difficult to navigate after sundown / early AM and requires more visibility. I
suggest overhead lighting here. When turning left anywhere in this intersection, lights from
oncoming traffic are blinding and lane markings are nearly invisible. (especially in the winter) I would
suggest some sort of decorative lighting vs. typical city or highway overhead lights. (in keeping with
the country‐feel)

121 Idea or Suggestion

Totally agree, there is a massive amount of morning traffic turning left from SB Fairfield onto OM and
causing additional traffic issues.

0

0

122 Idea or Suggestion

Development of Kruger Road should also be considered to alleviate SB Fairfield cars making left turns
onto Old MicHenry. Many of these cars are turning left onto Old McHenry and cutting across 3 lanes
of traffic to turn SB onto Midlothian. Moving a majority of that traffic to turn right onto SB
Midlothian from Kruger will reduce this risk.

2

0

123 Idea or Suggestion

NB and SB Midlothian Rd as well as EB and WB Old McHenry Rd should have dual left turning lanes.
There should be a dual right turn lane going from WB Old McHenry Rd to NB Midlothian Rd. The thru
lanes on Midlothian Rd can be expanded to 2 lanes in both directions converging to one lane on
Commons Cir to the North and March St to the South. Their should be bike path as well as pedestrian
paths to accommodate pedestrian mobility and safety. Lastly, plant tree and flowers around the
intersection.

3

0

124 Idea or Suggestion

I know this is outside of the project limits but Midlothian Rd should be widened to two lanes from Old
McHenry Rd to Gilmer Rd to accommodate traffic within the area as well as add bike and pedestrian
path to improve pedestrian mobility and safety. Most cars turn from Quentin Rd to Old McHenry Rd
to Midlothian Rd and vice versa.

1

0

119 Traffic
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125 Idea or Suggestion

I recommend adding a flashing yellow left turn traffic signal for this intersection since its easier to
follow and according to national data, can reduce left‐turn crashes as much as 20%. Traffic signal
facing SB Fairfield Rd should have dual protected left turn traffic signal and a thru signal. Also, a slip
right turn lanes should be added from WB Old McHenry Rd to NB Fairfield Rd making NB Fairfield Rd
2 lanes then merging to 1 lane right before it reaches its project limits on Fairfield Rd.

1

1

126 Idea or Suggestion

I recommend adding a flashing yellow left turn traffic signal for this intersection since its easier to
follow and according to national data, can reduce left‐turn crashes as much as 20%. Also, add a bike
and pedestrian path to improve pedestrian mobility and safety.

2

0

127 Idea or Suggestion

There needs to be a long dual right turn lane should from EB Old McHenry Rd to SB Quentin Rd. Left
Turn Flashing Yellow Arrows should be added to accommodate traffic on both Old McHenry Rd left
lanes as well as Park View Ln Left Lane. NB Quentin Rd left lanes should have a 2 protected left turn
signals with a thru signals. There should be a should be bike and pedestrian paths along the
intersection. Quentin Rd should be 2 lanes from Old McHenry Rd to IL 22 to accommodate traffic.

0

0

128 Idea or Suggestion

The should be a traffic signal at Heather Ln and Quentin Rd with a protected left turn signal from
Quentin Rd to Heather Ln. Also, Quentin Rd and Heather Rd Intersection should be modified and
widen.

1

2

129 Idea or Suggestion

Add a flashing yellow left turn signal going on this intersection. Flashing yellow signals are safe and
easy for drivers to follow. Also, Add right lane on SB Quentin Rd to the shopping center road
entrance. Lastly, add Bike and Pedestrian path for mobility and improve the safety of pedestrians.

0

0
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130 Idea or Suggestion

There should be a traffic signal on IL 22 and the road that leads to the shopping center. Cars leaving
the shopping center should also turn left on EB IL 22.

1

3

131 Idea or Suggestion

This road needs a speed reduction or more police presence. People turning onto Fairfield from old
mchenry gun it coming out of the light.. many cars are significantly over the speed limit.

2

2

132 Idea or Suggestion

No Roundabout! There are too many intersections too close together for that to work.

0

1

133 Idea or Suggestion

Old McHenry Road needs to be a 4 lane road from Route 12 to Route 22 in order to accommodate
the amount of traffic using it daily.

5

1

134 Idea or Suggestion

Old McHenry Road needs to go either under or over the tracks like what has been done on Rte 22 in
Lake Zurich and on Rollins Road.

3

0

135 Idea or Suggestion

No roundabout!

3

1

2

0

Consider a no left turn from Echo Lake to west bound Old McHenry. This will cut down on the back
up on Echo Lake. Drivers can take Miller Rd west to Rand.
136 Idea or Suggestion

I often see drivers hesitate to turn left here, which is a contributing factor to the back ups.
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137 Idea or Suggestion

THUMBS UP
VOTES

COMMENT

I am a member of St Matthew Lutheran Church. I am concerned about the adverse effects that this
project will have on our Church. It would appear that the ingress and egress to the Church would be
adversely affected. Not only that, but the line of site to find our church be greatly reduced. The
LCDOT already affected the space we have in the front of our Church when they did the last
improvement to Old McHenry Rd. T

THUMBS DOWN
VOTES

0

0

An ideal fix for this would be what is called a "wildlife underpass" ‐ which goes under the road.
Sometimes they are as simple as a concrete tube under a road. Studies have shown that animals will
learn to start using them over a short period of time.
.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/05/31/climate/wildlife‐crossings‐animals.html
138 Environmental

https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/public

0

0

139 Environmental

A great fix for this would be a 'wildlife underpass', they simply under road tunnels that allow animals
safe passage.

0

1

140 Idea or Suggestion

Here is a great video about the downsides of sound barriers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0naL8eJmLA

0

0

141 Idea or Suggestion

I agree round about are far superior to lights, the studies are clear. They are safer, more effective,
and have pedestrian benefits.

1

0

142 Traffic

I agree, this video to explain round about benefits:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqcyRxZJCXc&amp;t=415s

0

0
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143 Traffic

144 Idea or Suggestion

THUMBS UP
VOTES

COMMENT

great video about round about: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqcyRxZJCXc&amp;t=415s
If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact. Because 53 wasn't extended, increased
traffic, speeding and congestion are all side effects of this.
Yes, synchronize the lights, though between Fairfield and Midlothian. The train tracks will impact
syncing between Midlothian and Quentin.

145 Traffic

THUMBS DOWN
VOTES

0

0

0

0

0

0

146 Accident/Safety

Agreed, and they don't move when the light changes. Sensors need to be installed to keep left turn F
to OM at a red light. This is especially important when the traffic is backed up for the light at
Midlothian or the tracks.

0

0

147 Idea or Suggestion

If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact as a lot of those cars would be on 53.
Because 53 wasn't extended, increased traffic, speeding and congestion are all side effects of this.

0

0

148 Idea or Suggestion

The problem is there is no land here to build an overpass. An overpass needs several acres on all
corners to build ramps, and that land is not available here, especially with the houses on the north
and fire department and stable on the south.

0

0

149 Traffic

An addition to previous comment FD5529.
I do not know if there is a good solution to this problem. There are buildings on both sides of Old
Mchenry Rd at the tracks, although at this time one of the properties on the north side of the road is
for sale. Without additional details at this time it is hard to see how we will really be effected, but I
do not believe it will be good.

0

0
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COMMENT

THUMBS DOWN
VOTES

Agreed that OMH needs longer turn lane from EB OMH to SB Quentin. From the other comments,
the folks at the church won't be happy giving up land to make this happen.

150 Idea or Suggestion

I don't know how much land is to give to make it a double right ‐ but this light gets plenty of time
before allowing Park to go.

0

0

151 Traffic

Not enough land to make a roundabout work, plus there are too many trucks.

0

0

152 Accident/Safety

If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact. Because 53 wasn't extended, increased
traffic, speeding and congestion are all side effects of this.

0

0

153 Idea or Suggestion

If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact. Because 53 wasn't extended, increased
traffic, speeding and congestion are all side effects of this.

0

0

154 Traffic

Either a no left turn during rush hours (6‐9 AM) except buses and authorized vehicles, or put in a
dedicated left turn lane.

0

0

155 Idea or Suggestion

If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact. Because 53 wasn't extended, increased
traffic, speeding and congestion are all side effects of this. Most of the cars speeding down this
stretch would be on 53 if it had been built.

1

0

156 Idea or Suggestion

If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact. Because 53 wasn't extended, increased
truck traffic, speed and congestion are all side effects of this.

0

0
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THUMBS UP
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COMMENT

THUMBS DOWN
VOTES

If 53 had been extended, this would have less of an impact. Because 53 wasn't extended, increased
traffic, speeding and congestion are all side effects of this.

157 Idea or Suggestion

This is not a short cut, but a thoroughfare to IL‐53 and IL‐83 from the west. Doing nothing here won't
shift the traffic, and if it did, it would go onto other two lane roads causing even more congestion.

0

0

improve the timing of the light from WB OMH to Abbey Glenn. The light will cut off EB traffic for a
few vehicles to turn into the school. This light stops EB enough to cause backups.

158 Idea or Suggestion

Also consider making the left turn lane longer to SB Abbey Glenn, so buses can wait longer in the
morning to get to the school. Clear the queue then let it rebuild again.

0

0

159 Idea or Suggestion

Let's be honest, the biggest reason there is a congestion issue here is the number of slow moving
freight trains that come through and put a halt to traffic and create a domino affect on all
intersections. 1‐2 trains during rush hour and it backs everything up. No different than 1‐2 little
accidents on i90/94 near the city, after that its bad. Add the overpass or underpass, and one way or
another and this will solve a lot of the issues.

4

0

160 Bikes/Pedestrians

Adding paved bike/running/walking paths (not in the street) would help take cars off the road that
don't need to be; similar to Lincolnshire and Vernon Hills. Right now if my family wants to go to HW
Community Park, HW water park, or YMCA we have to drive. Which is absolutely crazy considering we
live 1 mile or less to each from the Villas at the Commons. Our neighborhood already has a path that
runs along Midlothian that I believe would be easy to continue north and south, and even east/west.

6

0
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161 Idea or Suggestion

Don't have Fairfield go through (south) all the way to Old McHenry and go (east and west) to
Midlothian just north of Kruger; which should also just be eliminated since it's in such awful
condition. Keep the stretch of Fairfield south of Birch Lakes Dr for local traffic only which seems to
only affect 1 residence .

0

1

162 Bikes/Pedestrians

Connecting all of the neighborhoods with pedestrian paths, especially in the Hawthorn Woods area, I
believe is a great idea. It would help eliminate a lot of cars on the road driving to the parks, would
increase park use, and best of all promote healthy living in a community that puts a focus on getting
out an enjoying nature. Similar to what you see in Lincolnshire with their biking/walking paths.

0

0

163 Bikes/Pedestrians

Lots of new neighborhoods being built in this area. Especially Villas at the Commons and Avery Ridge.
All of the kids and their parents who live there will be driving to the schools in coming years as those
neighborhoods and families grow. Provide them with alternative ways to get to school safely with
biking/running/walking paths along Midlothian and Old McHenry.

0

0

164 Idea or Suggestion

A hill/knoll with trees on both sides of the road to reduce noise

0

0

165 Bikes/Pedestrians

Bike/Pedestrian lanes would be a welcome addition to this stretch of road! Connecting
neighborhoods with MSN/SL Campus via safe paths is an excellent goal and would encourage
development that embraces pedestrians and reduces cars on the road.

4

0
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166 Accident/Safety

By adding a grade separation here are we opening the door for way more trains that are longer and
more frequent and carrying more hazardous materials? And then are we contributing to the traffic‐
backup misery of other neighboring Lake County communities where grade separations do not exist?
We don't need more bomb trains rolling through.

0

1

167 Idea or Suggestion

adding lanes will make the some homes very close to street w/ added noise and reduced safety.
Adding barriers is a must in such case.

1

0

168 Accident/Safety

Left turn lane is a must for any crossing otherwise 4 lane means just extra standing traffic

0

0

169 Accident/Safety

Left turn lane for Quentin Rd to avoid standing traffic

2

0

170 Traffic

expansion of Glimer Rd seems an easy way to route the traffic and avoid lots of construction at
residential area

0

0

171 Idea or Suggestion

When the St Matthew back lot exits onto Heather Ln then it will become challenging.

0

1

172 Idea or Suggestion

A roundabout would double the number of area accidents.

0

0

173 Idea or Suggestion

You’ll be seeing the back of the church when coming in and leaving on Heather Ln.

0

0
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174 Idea or Suggestion

Widening Quentin and putting stop lights at ever cross street as some are suggesting would not solve
a thing. It would just add to the chaos. Leave Quentin Rd alone. I agree railroad improvement would
make the most sense. Don’t create a much bigger problem. We lived with the Kemper traffic for years
and survived.

0

0

175 Idea or Suggestion

The last thing we need installed on any of these intersections would be a roundabout. You think they
drive like maniacs now!

0

0

176 Idea or Suggestion

agree on the speed reduction need, its a death trap and a nightmare

0

0

177 Accident/Safety

it gets so backed up its crazy, agree 100%.

0

0

178 Idea or Suggestion

this is a super dangerous area when trying to turn left onto Old McHenry Rd. Every time i hear a loud
noise I think its a wreck right there because of how dangerous it is, especially at night/rain/snow

0

0

179 Environmental

Its incredibly noisy here. i know the science says it takes 100 feet of trees to reduce sound and a wall
is too expensive for so few homes, but something should be able to be done about the noise. Usually
better traffic flow eliminates the gunning of engines and reduces noise pollution, so whatever that
would look like would be great for this area.

0

0

180 Idea or Suggestion

when the train randomly comes through it wreaks havoc on this area (and most others I'm assuming)
and its caused incredible problems for people ‐ emergency vehicles, police, ambulances, etc.. If there
was a way to move the line underground in the area it would increase traffic flow which would
reduce noise pollution.

0

0
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181 Idea or Suggestion

agree ‐ it really boils down to the trains messing everything up, which is why this is now open to
discussion.......progress!!

1

0

182 Bikes/Pedestrians

We just cycled through this intersection today around 10 AM. I agree with others that a common
cycling route is Fairfield‐OMH‐Cuba which was our route today. I strongly support any
improvements to make cycling safer along this section ‐ especially to facilitate crossing Quentin Rd so
that right‐turners don't run us over.

0

0

183 Traffic

No roundabouts. People are too rude and in a hurry to use them correctly. They think yield means to
gun it on thru!

0

0

184 Traffic

Roundabout! You mean demo derby. I though this expansion is to decrease accidents.

0

0

185 Idea or Suggestion

That’s a much better idea than messing up Quentin rd. Let them roll straight down McHenry Rd to Rt
22.

1

0

186 Traffic

The needs of the few that live along these roads is what I presume you’re talking about. Maybe us
few should just not leave our homes at morning, noon, and evening rush hours while you 30k are
driving like maniacs to punch that clock. How about you car pool and cut down traffic. How about you
leave earlier so you’re not so crazy stressed and spread out the traffic. Maybe you should check out
some other routes without cutting thru a subdivision at 60mph. JMHO

0

0

187 Idea or Suggestion

But you’re going to gain access thru the back on Heather Ln from what I’m understanding.

0

0

188 Idea or Suggestion

I agree. That would be relatively inexpensive in the realm of the cost of this project. That would
provide plenty of space for the project.

0

0
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189 Bikes/Pedestrians

I agree a protected bike lane is the correct answer. As for the person that doesn't realize that cyclists
have equal rights to the roads. Understand that there is a fair amount of anti‐cyclist aggression by
drivers and we have no protection.

0

0

190 Bikes/Pedestrians

Agree completely! Can not be a path to anywhere. It must connect other ped and bike‐friendly
infrastructure. Cannot tell you how many bike paths dump you on a road with no shoulder.

0

0

191 Bikes/Pedestrians

Yes agreed. It should run the entire length from Rt 12 to RT 22 and connect to other PED and bike‐
friendly paths

0

0

192 Bikes/Pedestrians

The response to this comment is spot on. You don't see cyclists because we believe it to be unsafe.
The issue is that we are forced to find less friendly alternates to our destinations. If you build it we
will come.

0

0

193 Bikes/Pedestrians

Multi‐use paths would be better wide enough for PED and Bike traffic.

0

0

194 Bikes/Pedestrians

The only way to get to Aquatic center is to drive. How about bike or multi‐use paths Park or along
Milothian Rd

2

0

195 Bikes/Pedestrians

Heavily used by cyclists to get to and from Lakewood FP. Wider shoulders or bike infrastructure
should run up Fairfield with a safe crossing into the YMCA

2

0

196 Idea or Suggestion

If you live on Quentin it’s already noisy. I get that faster can be better for drivers, but you are talking
about the quality of life for all of us who live on Quentin road, have a bit of empathy….

1

0
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197 Idea or Suggestion

Please no roundabout. Have you ever witnessed them in real life?? They are not common and people
are idiots when they drive on them, have no idea what they are doing, never use blinkers…BAD
IDEA!!!!!

0

0

198 Idea or Suggestion

Let’s be honest, it’s the overabundance of people who drive that are the problems! And because of
them my life as a Quentin Rd inhabitant (and many others) is going to be ruined by you all! It’s
astounding to me that as a driver you are not thinking of the people who LIVE HERE.

1

1

199 Idea or Suggestion

Stay off Quentin Rd!!!!!!!!!

0

0

200 Idea or Suggestion

I know what you mean and agree wholeheartedly. I am so worried about where the land is going to
come from. I moved here in 1996 and the green space was so calming. It’s been going away
consistently since then. Leave Quentin Rd alone!

0

0

201 Bikes/Pedestrians

I commuted by bicycle year‐round over 3 years from the Fox Lake area to the Kemper Lakes
corporate campus. To cross the CN railway, this route was the only crossing option possible without
adding many miles to my route; there are no low‐traffic crossings nearby. Several work colleagues
would also consider biking to work if there was a separate bicycle path crossing (or a grade
separation).

0

0
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202 Bikes/Pedestrians

I commuted by bicycle for over 3 years from home in Fox Lake to the Kemper Lakes corp campus.
Going east on this stretch of Old McHenry, there is a wide shoulder, great visibility, and downhill, so I
could ride almost 30mph and felt safe. Riding home to the west in the afternoon, there is limited / no
shoulder for a stretch, and it is uphill. The project should include at least a wide shoulder on the
westbound side.

0

0

203 Traffic

I strongly agree that the speed limit needs to be lowered to 35 mph. The increased traffic due to
increased lanes and the high speed has caused a significant safety issue for all those requiring access
to and from the 14 driveways and intersections in the stretch of roadway from the Middle School
North to Fairfield Rd. The addition of all the residences in this area as well as The Spencer Loomis
Elementary School and Middle School North Campus can no longer justify a 45 mph speed limit.

1

0

204 Traffic

Please build under/over pass so vehicles can move through the intersection without trains blocking
parents from children at the schools.

1

0

205 Traffic

Often, trains block Gilmer Road at the CN tracks and Old McHenry, leaving no access to one half of
Hawthorn Woods.

0

0

206 Bikes/Pedestrians

Assistance is needed for a bike path to cross at the Gilmer tracks.

0

0

207 Traffic

With trains backing up traffic through the Midlothian intersection, please consider another underpass
at the Gilmer CN crossing in the future.

0

0

208 Traffic

A traffic signal is needed at Old McHenry and Lagoon, please.

0

1

209 Accident/Safety

I have witnessed several accidents at Lagoon and Old McHenry intersection. We need a traffic signal.

0

1
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210 Bikes/Pedestrians

Please add bike path along Gilmer to CN tracks.

0

0

211 Idea or Suggestion

Why do we continue to impact our smaller communities with endless construction and increased
traffic when the ONLY solution is to expand Route 53 to 120?! Several years ago an overwhelming
positive referendum was passed to extend 53. Illinois officials and judges who live in that extension
zone have been allowed to big the project down while others, like those in Hawthorn Woods and
Lake Zurich face tremendous traffic and safety issues. EXTEND RT 53 like the voters approved.

0

0

212 Bikes/Pedestrians

Just include a way to get to the park from Lagoon drive safely. Walking or riding on the shoulder is
not only impassable, it’s also dangerous.

0

0

213 Idea or Suggestion

While I appreciate that this area needs improvement, why would all this time and energy not be put
into widening 22 between 83 and Quentin? Isn’t a lot of the traffic a result of everyone avoiding that
stretch? It causes much bigger backups in all four directions every day 365.

2

0

214 Idea or Suggestion

Buy the farm land and land at in southeast corner and rework the whole intersections and tracks.
The potential loss of land on the North and west sides of the church are unacceptable
parking area can’t be effected either.
Placing an under/over in the current spot will put a huge wall that blocks the church.

0

0

215 Idea or Suggestion

Lagoon &amp; Old McHenry needs a eastbound turnout to allow traffic to pass to the right of left
Turing cars onto Lagoon Dr. I have been almost hit many times as the eastbound traffic is merging
into one lane, cars sped up to “beat” other drivers then all have to slam on the brakes for left turning
cars onto Lagoon. Traffic light may be helpful as it is hard to do left turn out of Lagoon.

0

0
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216 Environmental

I would like the village to buy the farm and extend Community Park with access from east side via
pedestrian bridge over the train tracks.
PLEASE NO MORE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT!
It’s getting WAY to crowded here with heavy traffic all times of day.

1

0

217 Idea or Suggestion

St Matthews should NOTHave heir traffic go on Heather Lane. Not really wide enough. Only one way
in and out for this small neighborhood.

0

0

218 Idea or Suggestion

Intersection onto Old McHenry a very dangerous adventure because of the turn relocate to a straight
section further west

0

0

219 Idea or Suggestion

Please do not negatively impact Hawthorn Gardens. I give them a lot of business.

0

1

220 Idea or Suggestion

Widening the road could, if it commanders land from the garden center, could cause enough damage
to the garden center, that it could close for ever. Land could be taken from the north side of the road.

0

0
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